St. Swithun’s: Year 3/4 Curriculum Map – Spring 1. Topic: Escape from Pompeii
Major outcomes for the topic: Roman Shield,
write a diary and explanation text

In Reading, we will be using a selection of texts to continue to develop a love for reading.
We will be discussing words in context, predicting events and summarizing.
In writing, we will be using Pompeii’s eruption as a stimulus to write a diary entry. We will
use ‘Escape from Pompeii’ as a basis for this write. We will be looking to include; a range
of sentence types using coordinating and subordinating conjunctions as well as continuing
to practice previous taught grammar (verbs, adverbial, expanded noun phrases and
prepositions).

We will be looking at a range of Roman shields
and designs to create our own battle shields.
We will explore by mixing paint, different
brushes and brush strokes. We will also be
considering how we can explore textures by
using saw dust, water and glue etc.

In Computing we will be reviewing the
key rules to staying safe online.
Following this we will be looking at
how we can become computer
scientists using a variety of
programming applications.

Exciting beginnings /
events/ theme days/
trips / visitors

Roman or Noman!
Volcanic eruptions in
class.

We will be moving away from phonics groups this term and beginning to look at the 3/4
spelling list and rules. Children will have weekly spellings based on their taught rules
which will be tested on a Friday.
Art Focus
During this half term, we will start by revisiting place value and understanding numbers up to
10,000. We will be looking into how we compare, order and round these to a given criterion. Next,
we will be securing our understanding of formal methods of addition and subtraction by applying it
to problems and within the context of money. Next, we will be learning formal methods of
multiplication and division starting with understanding grid method and chunking before moving
onto short multiplication and short division.

Identifying the countries of Europe.
Looking at the formation of mountain
ranges and volcanoes. Studying the city of
Naples and comparing to Portsmouth.

Text, videos, music,
pictures to ensure
experiences of rich and
varied literary heritage



Volcanic eruptions
Pompeii excerpts

Later in the half term, we will be looking at fractions and comparing with the same and similar
denominators, finding equivalent fractions and fractions of a quantity.
We will also continue with our daily times tables practice to help children become confident and
secure in their learning and in preparation for the year 4 statutory tests.

Our topic will be states of matter. We will learn
to compare and group materials according to
whether they are solids, liquids or gases. We
will investigate the temperature at which
materials can change state before learning
how evaporation and condensation support
the water cycle.

In History we are going to be
learning about the ancient
civilization of ancient Rome.
We will be looking at the
Roman Empire – why they
invaded Britain and why they
settled here.

We are learning some fairy-tales and using
them to describe people and to gain an
understanding of how adjectives work in
French.

In indoor PE we will be learning gymnastics,
where we will extend our gymnastic
vocabulary and developing more complex
sequencing on the floor and apparatus.
In outdoor PE we will be focus on Net games
and ball skills

We will be using the ukuleles. As
well as developing a good basic
technique we will be using
notation, playing melodies and
strumming chord accompaniments
to songs.

This term we will be finishing our Christmas
unit and looking at the symbol of the crib.
We will then be exploring other faiths. Our
focus will be looking at initiation rites in the
Hindu faith.

PSHE / British Values

Health and wellbeing.
What makes a balanced
lifestyle, and a balanced
diet. Learning that
images in the media
might not reflect reality.

